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Nuclear power generation is an important way to satisfy rising global energy

needs without increasing dependence on coal and petroleum. However,

conventional nuclear fuels, such as uranium and plutonium dioxides, raise

several safety concerns. Thorium dioxide is a potentially safer alternative for

nuclear reactors and, as such, is the subject of renewed research

interest. Thorium is relatively abundant compared to uranium and requires no

enrichment. Reprocessed uranium and plutonium wastes can be used to provide

a neutron source in a thorium-based reactor, reducing the amount of nuclear

waste to be stored. Additionally, thorium fuels (ThO2 or ThFl4) have a more

efficient rate of fuel burn up and, theoretically, a lower release of fission product

gases than conventional nuclear fuels. Perhaps most importantly, it is incredibly

difficult to turn thorium in to a nuclear weapon.

ThO2 requires small amounts of a neutron source, such as uranium or

plutonium, to generate a sustainable fission reaction. Due to the hazards of

conducting experimental work on radioactive substances, a robust theoretical

understanding of this doped-ThO2 fuel is needed. We have developed a new

Th-O interatomic potential, which we have used to model ThO2 and U-doped

thoria surfaces and grain boundaries and will use to investigate the effect of

defects on these structures.

Introduction

ThO2 Experimental 

Value3,4

Calculated 

Value

% Error in 

Calculated 

Value

Lattice Parameter (Å) 5.601 5.6001 0.00178

Bulk Modulus (GPa) 198 206.4 4.24

Shear Modulus (GPa) 98 94.4 -4.08

Elastic Constant C11 

(GPa)
367 389.5 6.14

Elastic Constant C12 

(GPa)
106 114.9 8.36

Elastic Constant C44 

(GPa)
79.7 65.8 -16.72

A new Buckingham potential was derived for ThO2 to use in future modelling work,

including modelling grain boundaries

V = Aexp(-r/ρ)      

For Th-O: A = 1281.775, ρ = 0.391

• Gulp 3.4

• Fit to experimental data including:

• Lattice parameter

• Bulk modulus

• Elastic constants

• O-O potential used from Catlow (1977)2

Interatomic Potential Fitting
Methodology

Grain Boundaries

Agreement of Fit

Terrace 

Length (Å)

Angle

(˚) Area (Å2)

Boundary 

Energy 

(J/m2)

22 21 258.73 2.66

22 30 307.42 3.42

30 17 365.90 2.03

30 24 411.49 2.69

40 13 473.77 1.40

40 19 517.47 2.24

Boundary Energies

Terrace length: 40 Å

Terrace length: 30 Å

Grain Boundaries

Methodology

Starting from a relaxed bulk crystal of ThO2, the (111) flat surface was cut using

Metadise 3.06. From the flat surface, a stepped surface was cut, then reflected

across the cell, and the energy was minimized. Finally, the cell was grown to show

the grain boundary.

Terrace length: 22 Å

Current and Future Research

The boundary energy relates the energy of the grain boundary with the energy 

of an equivalent number of atoms in the bulk material. It is one measure of 

stability of the grain boundary relative to the bulk crystal.

We have modelled six ThO2 tilt grain boundaries, using three different

terrace lengths and two different angle sizes per terrace size.

We are currently carrying out classical molecular dynamics calculations

on the pure thoria grain boundaries we have modelled. We have also

modelled 18 U-doped ThO2 grain boundaries, which will better simulate

real world use as a nuclear fuel, and will investigate the migration of

water, fission product gases, and other defects across both the pure

and doped grain boundaries.


